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In this issue a couple of articles feature the craft of letter writing. Charles Joseph La Trobe not only wrote voluminous accounts associated with his work and his travels, but he wrote many letters that have become a treasure trove to those of us who seek to know him at a personal level. Two articles, one by Eva Millie and the other by Lorene Chambers in collaboration with Dr Kate Lack in Whittlebury, Herefordshire, reveal much about him: his compassion, disappointments, stoicism, his wit and his charm. Furthermore, a little-known period of La Trobe’s retirement years at Whittlebury Court has been illuminated by their research. A delightful poem penned by La Trobe in a friend’s commonplace book in 1829 reveals a whimsical side to him.

Dr Douglas Wilkie has written an important article based on careful research of the sequence of events between the discovery of gold and that of separation from New South Wales which suggests a new perspective. Finally, Daryl Ross, our vice-president has written an account of a little-known Swiss, Adolphe de Meuron, a nephew of Sophie La Trobe who settled in the Neuchâtel enclave in the Yarra Valley. Shorter reports will also be of great interest.

The C J La Trobe Society continues to promote understanding and appreciation of the life and times of Charles Joseph La Trobe through its many activities, its support of the National Trust’s commitment to La Trobe Cottage and through La Trobiana. This multifaceted endeavour depends on the involvement of hundreds of people: its loyal members; the cottage volunteers, house guides and gardeners; committee members of both the La Trobe Society and the Friends of La Trobe Cottage; our webmaster and coordinator who maintain our website, and last but certainly not least the editorial committee of La Trobiana, who provide us with an excellent journal, as well as our designer. I should also add that the support by the many people who contribute articles and reports to La Trobiana is of paramount importance to giving expression to our growing knowledge and understanding of the foundation decades of Victoria’s history.

Recently Professor Tim Entwistle, Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, announced the death of the Separation Tree after two attacks by vandals. The Separation Tree was a truly wonderful link of over four centuries to Melbourne’s botanic past. For the Society it had an even more poignant connection as Lieutenant-Governor Charles Joseph La Trobe, realising the importance of gardens and the significance of preserving these old Yarra river gums, had the land set aside as a Botanic Garden. Indeed, the National Trust collection of La Trobe drawings has a sketch by him of some old gums near his home Johnson that still remained.

The gnarled old Separation Tree had immense Australian significance too. It was under this huge tree that La Trobe stood and announced the news of the separation of Victoria from New South Wales to wide acclaim. I am sure you will share with me a sense of loss at its demise and commend the Gardens for preserving some specimens of this important tree.

La Trobe Society members were well represented in the latest Australia Day 2015 Honours List with two of our members receiving awards in acknowledgement of their talent and hard work in the community across many fields.

Raymond Kingsley Davis OAM
For service to the community through youth and heritage organisations, and to the law.

Judith Ada Ryles OAM
For service to the community.

From all of us, congratulations to them both!

Diane Gardiner
Hon. President C J La Trobe Society

JOHN JOYCE
Members of the La Trobe Society were greatly saddened to learn of the death on 4 March 2014 of John Joyce, a member of the Society since its foundation in 2001. John was a genial presence at all our functions and lectures with his delightful wife Beverley, herself a tireless supporter of the work of the La Trobe Society. John loved to reminisce about his early life at Banoon, the family farm, and about his days during the Second World War as a student at Geelong Grammar School. He is greatly missed.

RHONDA NOBLE
It is with great sadness that we record the death of Rhonda Noble on 22 August 2014 who, with her husband Brian was a long-time member of the La Trobe Society. Prior to her retirement she was Director of the La Trobe University Museum of Art. Rhonda graduated from La Trobe University, her thesis tracking the material culture of the Australian Central Desert people. The University’s art collections, in particular its fine collection of Aboriginal works, developed progressively under her direction. She will be greatly missed for her warm personality and depth of knowledge and experience.

MARGOT HYSLOP
Margot Hyslop passed away after a long illness in October 2014. She had been a member of the La Trobe Society for many years. Margot had a career of 42 years in librarianship, working in the La Trobe Library of the State Library of Victoria in the 1960s, and then as Reference Librarian and later as the Collection Development Librarian in the Borchardt Library, La Trobe University. She was well known to scholars and others, especially through two reference works she compiled: Victorian Directories, 1836-1974: a checklist (1980), and ‘Charles Joseph La Trobe in the State Library: a bibliography’, published in The La Trobe Journal in 2003. She was highly esteemed in her senior roles at La Trobe University, from where she retired in December 2001. She is a sad loss.

Tributes
Ten Thousand Fathoms Deep: Charles Joseph La Trobe’s decision to postpone gold exploitation until after Separation

By Douglas Wilkie

Douglas Wilkie has written widely on the origins of the Victorian gold rushes, and has investigated a number of non-typical lives of men and women who immigrated to Australia as part of the British government’s early nineteenth century policy of transporting convicts across the seas.

His PhD thesis at the University of Melbourne was entitled ‘The Rush that Never Started: forgotten origins of the Victorian gold rushes of 1851’. An MA research thesis, at Monash University, ‘The Deconstruction of a Convict Past’, investigated the lives of two Van Diemen’s Land convicts who came to Port Phillip during the 1840s: Joseph Forrester and Charles Brentani. An earlier MEd thesis was ‘A History of Education in the Amherst and Talbot Districts 1836-1862’ investigating the provision of education in that district from first settlement, through the gold rush period, to the establishment of the Common Schools in 1862.


The year 1851 was the year in which the Port Phillip District separated from New South Wales and became the colony of Victoria. It was also the year in which the great Victorian gold rushes began. Many historians, and an even greater number of non-historians, believe these two events occurred within weeks of each other simply by coincidence. However, the origins of many of the events and decisions of 1851 can be found in events that took place during the preceding two or three years.

In particular, this article discusses the extent to which Charles Joseph La Trobe’s response to a largely forgotten 1849 gold discovery in the Pyrenees Ranges of the Port Phillip District may have been influenced by Port Phillip’s anticipated separation from New South Wales. Underpinning the desire for separation from New South Wales was the seemingly inequitable financial arrangements that existed between Sydney and Melbourne.

In brief, at the end of January 1849, the Frenchman, Alexandre Duchene, announced to the Melbourne Argus that an extensive gold field existed in the foothills of the Pyrenees near Portland, and offered a prize of £1000 to the first person who located it. The Pyrenees Ranges, north-west of Melbourne, had visited the site with Thomas Chapman, a shepherd, who discovered gold on the property of squatter Charles Brooming Hall. Following a disagreement with the others, Duchene returned to Melbourne with a plan remarkably similar to that followed by Edward Hammond Hargraves three years later. Duchene intended to make the discovery public, claim a reward from Charles La Trobe (then Superintendent of the Port Phillip District) and seek an appointment as Goldfields Commissioner.

Finding La Trobe out of town on a visit to Portland, and being accused of foul play by Brentani’s wife, instead, Duchene broke his story to the Argus and left, as proof, a fourteen-ounce nugget of almost pure gold. Duchene’s story was published in a special edition of the Argus on 31 January, and immediately started a rush of several hundred people to the goldfield. Unlike those who took part in the Hargraves-instigated rush of 1851, these hopeful gold-seekers had no idea what they were looking for, or how to go about it.

The ignorance of the hopeful gold seekers was fortunate for Charles La Trobe, who was not to return to Melbourne for another six days, and there was nobody in Melbourne who could respond to the situation. As soon as La Trobe returned, he dispatched Captain Dana and ‘all the available police’ to dispense the gold seekers. He then met with Alexandre Duchene and was convinced of the truth of the story. La Trobe then sent Crown Lands Commissioner Frederick Poolett and his troopers to provide additional support for Dana.

Having acted to protect the integrity of the gold field and of squatter Hall’s property, La Trobe told Duchene that his request for a reward and appointment as Gold Fields Commissioner required a decision from the Governor of New South Wales, Charles FitzRoy who was due in Melbourne in March, about six weeks away. In the meantime, La Trobe told his friend, Ronald Gunn, that instead of gold he would prefer ‘a good ven of coad’ and that he was happy for the gold to remain hidden ‘ten thousand fathoms deep’.

When FitzRoy arrived in Melbourne it was decided not only that Alexandre Duchene would receive no reward and no appointment, but also that there would be no exploitation of the gold field. To ensure this, the police and troopers remained at the Pyrenees until after FitzRoy’s visit.

Duchene subsequently went to California where he told of his experiences with the gold discovery ‘west of Sydney’ – for the benefit of his American audience. Melbourne, which few had heard of, had become Sydney, which all Californians knew about – and how he had been refused a reward and government appointment. It seems likely that Edward Hargraves, also in California, heard Duchene’s story of failure and made plans to ensure his own intended discovery of gold west of Sydney would be met with a successful claim for both reward and commission.

There are numerous reasons Charles La Trobe decided to discourage the exploitation of the Pyrenees gold field in 1849. First, although gold was potentially a source of great wealth, he believed it could also lead to great social disruption. Second, the district had only forty police who already struggled to maintain law and order in the essentially frontier society. Third, there were thousands of ex-convicts and exiles in the district who were popularly believed to be the cause of an increasing incidence of crime. In addition to these valid reasons for not wanting a gold rush, as La Trobe had told Ronald Gunn, the prevailing preference was...
As important as these factors may have been in influencing La Trobe’s response to the discovery of a gold field, there was a longer-standing and more pervasive issue that must also have influenced his decision not to publicise the discovery, once the potential richness of the gold deposit became apparent.

Coincident with the plans of Duchene and Brentani to search for Thomas Chapman’s gold field on squatter Hall’s property in the Pyrenees, there were other squatters attending meetings in Melbourne during December 1848 and January 1849. Whether participants at those meetings in Melbourne during December or in Hobart the previous month expected violence to erupt between Melbourne’s Catholics and Orangemen, both were aware that the revolutionary fervour had gripped at least the French and the English. As George Arden’s words, ‘far too limited for the prosperity of the place’, and the ‘only influential power attached to his position’ was ‘the weight of opinion in the Sydney Legislature’. La Trobe had ‘scarcely been what it might have been’, and that he did things ‘as well as I can with the tools that are given to me’. Indeed, the tools given to La Trobe did severely restrict what he could do. His original instructions clearly stated: He must not incur expenses not provided for by the Governor or authorized by the Governor; He must not transfer funds provided for one purpose to another purpose; He must endeavour to make savings wherever possible; but the savings were not to be spent on other items. Furthermore, ‘any person who authorizes a departure from any of the three foregoing Rules, does so on his own responsibility’. There were times when La Trobe took that responsibility and justified his actions later, but his instructions were, in George Arden’s words, ‘far too limited for the prosperity of the place’, and the ‘only influential power attached to his position’ was ‘the weight of opinion in the Sydney Legislature’. The weight of opinion in the Sydney Legislature was often greater than that of La Trobe’s suggestions.

In Hobart the Courier was supportive: ‘We cannot help coming to the conclusion that the Port Phillipians are not only justified, but called upon in their own self-defence, to endeavour to separate themselves from New South Wales. … every remonstrance on their part is treated with comparative contumely by Sir George Gipps … considering the enormous revenue they [in Sydney] have derived therefrom, they should have been a little more careful of the good government of the district, and a little more liberal in giving them emigrants.’

While the Courier’s advice may have anticipated peaceful legislative separation for Port Phillip, even the most violent revolutions, such as those that spread across Europe in 1848, can begin with seemingly small dissatisfaction. Roots before the election of June 1843, and the outcome of the 1848 French Revolution appeared in the Melbourne press on Tuesday 13 June it was possibly the trigger for Thomas McComb to announce on the same day that he would ask the Town Council to petition for La Trobe’s removal. McComb’s motion was debated on the Thursday and by the following week not only was news received that the French unrest had spread to England and Scotland, but that the revolutionary fervour had gripped at least some of Melbourne’s squatters who had issued a proclamation announcing ‘the overthrow of the dynasty of La Trobe, and the establishment of the Republic of Victoria’.

Perhaps La Trobe was simply stating the obvious, but the newspaper editors, and the Town Councillors, failed to recognize either La Trobe’s ‘repeated requests for action’ or the efforts he made ‘behind the scenes’. La Trobe himself reflected that the hopes of Port Phillip residents had ‘led them to over-rate both my official and my personal powers’. It sometimes took unbanded outsiders, such as Charles Baker, to see La Trobe’s dilemma. Baker thought

La Trobe’s ‘situation is by no means enviable, as a great variety of duties devolve upon him, whilst he is much fettered in action, and thwarted in measures by the Governor of the Colony, reference to whom frequently causes injurious delay.’ London had promised separation but repeatedly delayed acting and by mid-1848 dissatisfaction was nearing breaking point.
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Phillipians were ‘intended to prove the discontent’ FitzRoy told Grey that the actions of the Port Phillip people were anomalous in the present state of things. He emphasized, ‘the erection of the district into a separate and independent Colony and Government.’ Fortunately, news reached Melbourne in June 1849 that the Constitutional Convention could rescind the idea that would ultimately separate Port Phillip from New South Wales had been drawn up. It would eventually be defeated and passed by the British Parliament in June 1850.

La Trobe was equally frustrated—they were exactly the outcomes he wanted for the district—nevertheless, he told FitzRoy the election of Grey was ‘improper, impolite and absurd’ and indicated the unfitness of many of the residents for self-government. On the other hand, he told his friend Ronald Gunn, ‘the chance of serious agitation is not confined to the agitation is not confined to the Port Phillip people, but to the districts of the Government, is felt to be formidable.’ The electors again requested that Port Phillip revenues be used for their district, which they accrue.
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La Trobe would not be the only one to think so—as soon as it heard of the 1849 Pyrenees discovery—William Lyttelton advised the British government that the gold would not be procured in any large quantities, until such time as Victoria was adequately supplied with settlers. As is the case with most other gold-rushes, it was not a mere coincidence as Geoffrey Serle put it. 5 Nor was it simply chance or accident as A. G. L. Shaw suggested. 6 J. D. Lang thought it was Divine Providence; and Geoffrey Blainey looked to economic reasons to explain what had happened. 7 It was more complex than any of these events alone would suggest.

That was undoubtedly what La Trobe hoped. However, a few months before Port Phillip was separated from New South Wales in July 1851, gold was considered a rarity; “the discovery of gold in Victoria will not be procured in any large quantities, until such time as the province is adequately supplied with settlers.” 8 This was the view of the殖民地, which was in July 1851, was not a mere on 10 October 1851:

The beginning of the Victorian gold rushes and the achievement of separation from New South Wales, in July 1851, was not a mere...
Whitbourne and Whitbourne Court
1858–1866

By Dr Kate Lack & Loreen Chambers

Dr Kate Lack is a freelance historian. She lives in Whitbourne, close to The Court. She recently used the eighteenth and nineteenth century population of the parish as the basis for a major research project into population mobility and social change, and this eventually became a thesis for a (second) doctorate, awarded by the University of Birmingham. Kate also specialises in medieval history, having a MPhil in Anglo-Norman politics, and has written on church history and community research projects. She is currently the Chairman of the Bromyard and District Local History Society, which has an unrivalled archive of early photographs and documents. See www.bromyardhistorysociety.org.uk, and her website at www.KatherineLack.co.uk.

Loreen Chambers is the Hon. Editor of La Trobana and has an interest in the homes where Charles Joseph La Trobe and his wife Rose lived in the last twenty years of his life, after the hardship years of colonial administration.

Loreen would like to acknowledge the generous assistance Dr Kate Lack gave her when she and her husband John Chambers visited the Bromyard area in June 2014. Loreen would also like to acknowledge the generosity of Mr Roger Clarke, who currently lives in the central and oldest portion of Whitbourne Court, in allowing them access to the garden and to the house.

Part 1, ‘Our Pretty Retreat’: Charles Joseph La Trobe at Whitbourne Court

By Loreen Chambers

This is an edited version of an article entitled ‘Eulogy: Charles Joseph La Trobe 1858–1875’ given to The Friends of La Trobe’s Cottage on the occasion of La Trobe’s 215th Birthday that was celebrated on 30 March 2014.

On 3rd April 1855 the newly widowed and despondent Lieutenant-Governor Charles Joseph La Trobe, recently returned home after over fifteen years absence, wrote from a woeeful and cheerless London to Charlotte Pellet in Victoria: ‘My children are well, thank God, both in Switzerland & England. Little Charlie, as well as Agnes, are at school, but I hope in the process of time to have a house to receive my children in.’ A home to receive my children in – a home with family gathered round and old friends to stay were powerful needs in this most private of men. One senses that, despite La Trobe’s appetite for exploration of the new and the excitement of keenly-observed landscapes and
La Trobe was himself a gentleman, refined and to repeat in the choice of his second wife Rose. Appealed to another side of La Trobe that he was like refinement of the well-born Sophie also would have had him. And of course the lady—never avaricious as some of his colonial detractors like posting, but he was never driven by money; what he recognised as an arduous missionary career that paid an adequate compensation for there is a sense that La Trobe had need of a for an ambitious colonial servant. Or was it?

La Trobe’s choice of Sophie de Montmollin, a increasing the touchtone of his existence. In September, Dr Kate Lack of Whitbourne Court in the period after the La Trobes had taken in the garden of the of Whitbourne Court. There are several other pictures which are now under investigation by BSHHS members.

Architecture, the intimacy of domestic life was increasingly the touchstone of his existence. La Trobe’s choice of Sophie de Montmollin, a quiet, serious and anxious person, and a delicate and private woman was an interesting choice for an ambitious colonial servant. Or was it? There is a sense that La Trobe had need of a career that paid an adequate compensation for what he recognised as an arduous missionary-like posting, but he was never driven by money; never avuncular as some of his colonial detractors would have had him. And of course the lady-like refinement of the well-born Sophie also appealed to another side of La Trobe that he was to repeat in the choice of his second wife Rose. La Trobe was himself a gentleman, refined and courteous in the traditional sense of courtliness—of gracefulness, good taste, sobriety, formality and reserve. The dismay and distress he felt toward what he perceived was an ungrateful and parsimonious government on his return was, in part, fuelled by his anguish, his rancour that his civilising mission in life, a deeply-felt desire born of his Huguenot heritage, was to be given so little recognition. Secondly, the pension he sought was not based solely on this need for recognition but on the other deeply-felt desire of his which was to create a home for his children. And it had to be a home suitable for a gentleman, a retired Lieutenant-Governor.

Charles Joseph La Trobe was to find great happiness in the comfort of a devoted second wife and mother for his children for the remaining twenty years of his life. She was Rose Isabelle de Meuron, widowed herself and the sister of his late wife Sophie. She was some twenty years younger than La Trobe, and had cared for the La Trobe’s eldest child Agnes in 1845 when she had been sent back to Switzerland, just eight years old, to be cared for by her mother’s family in Neuchâtel. Rose and Charles Joseph La Trobe were married on 3 October, 1855 at Neuchâtel and within two months were seeking a home in England. The need for a suitable home was great as Rose was to bear the first of two daughters she and Charles Joseph were to add to the already full household.

There were many manor houses available for lease in the nineteenth century for which agents were seeking tenants from among the returning colonial servants, retired naval officers and rising professional men. Charles Joseph La Trobe was one such man, and upon his arrival in England, he was to lease Ightham Mote in Kent which he took from December 1855 to June 1856. The Mote was a romantic medieval moated house which was then only partly habitable, and here and in the local area La Trobe once again took up his leisure pastime of touring and painting. Ightham Mote had the advantage of being within easy railway access to London where La Trobe could visit his clubs, see his friends and, most importantly, engage in the painful process of negotiating with the Colonial Office for further appointments or, as it increasingly looked like, an appropriate pension.

Then, there was a short period when La Trobe lived at Addington Vale in Kent where Rose’s first daughter, Dausy was born in September 1856. Following the birth of his second daughter, Isabel, in Switzerland in 1858, the La Trobes took up the lease of Whitbourne Court. La Trobe’s final home was to be Clapham House, an equally handsome but smaller estate in the Cuckmere valley in East Sussex, where he died 4 December 1875. He is buried in the churchyard of St Michael the Archangel, Lillington.

The year 1858, was a significant year for the La Trobes. Firstly, Charles Joseph was awarded the Companion of the Bath and, at the same time, had resigned himself to an ‘early retirement’. Secondly, the La Trobes had returned to Switzerland to await the birth of their second daughter, Isabel. Even here, Charles Joseph was sketching in the mountains.

Earlier in the year, however, La Trobe had returned to England and was staying at the Moravian settlement in Bedford while looking for a suitable, more permanent home. La Trobe was to find such a home at Whitbourne Court in Herefordshire, and here the La Trobe family stayed until 1866.

Finding Whitbourne Court

La Trobe wrote to Agnes on 19 January 1858:

[On] the 13th Thursday a cold but fine bright day I drove out early to Whitbourne & passed 4 or 5 hours in inquiring & inspecting in & about the Court – being civilly rec’d by all the people there – & being much pleased upon the whole. In summer when I had seen it, it was a lovely spot – & even in winter was not without beauty. In the evening I returned to Worcester… The 14th I went early to Malvern – crossed the hill over
beauty of the Bromyard district with its rolling hills covered with fine trees and open farmlands, and the Malvern Hills beyond, were a powerful inducement to a man like La Trobe who had spent his entire life in the countryside. Nearby, too, was Bromyard, an ancient and still-thriving market town with its ‘black and white’ Tudor and Stuart buildings and market square.

Whitbourne Court, itself, was one of the notable houses in the district in a secluded village setting. Its history, perhaps, also appealed to La Trobe as it stood on the moated site of an early manor house which had been the summer palace of the Bishops of Hereford. It was now a handsome late Georgian-style stone building, although possibly a little run down, but with an extensive garden and lake, and orchard and kitchen garden. Beyond were water meadows and fields. On a practical level, Whitbourne Court was commodious enough for Charles Joseph and Rose La Trobe with their family of six children, a number of servants and house guests.

Life at the Pretty Retreat

In May 1860, we get a fascinating glimpse of La Trobe’s life at Whitbourne: In a letter to Charles Macarthur he wrote that he could not get up to London because of the expense and other difficulties:

That suits my present circumstances – to keep quiet as I can in the country, keep my family straight as maybe – & what is more difficult – servants up to their collars – what a plague they are! – all the world over! – look after my kitchen & flower garden, 3 cows, 1 horse, half a doz. pigs or piglets – some dozen cocks, hens and ducks – now and then look at the papers, & do all I can to keep the wolf from the door.

Despite the complaints, this letter sounds worthwhile reading as the writer is anxious to keep his family and servants in order. The 1861 census found the La Trobes had ten servants: Three young women from Wroughton, Christine Wissler the head nurse and housekeeper, her 19 year old sister Dorothea who acted as nurse; and another Dorothea Hilgus (Hilgers?) the 22 year old cook. In addition, there was Agnes Ringrose a 22 year old housemaid from Southwell in Nottinghamshire, William Bakkle the 20 year old groom, a local Whitbourne lad, and young Michael Harrenram (?) the house servant from Leicestershire who was 14 years old. Children were often even younger than this as the Poor Laws after 1834 had forced parents to send their children out to work. It is interesting to note that in the nineteenth century, servants were the most mobile of all class. La Trobe would probably have had other servants who came in to the village to do the rough work in the garden and in the house. One can see, however, that the La Trobes lived quite modestly by comparison with John Freeman Esq. at Gains, or rather New Gains, (the ancient timber house having been destroyed to a farmhouse and a splendid early Georgian mansion built). The Freeman household consisted of nine family members who lived together with eleven indoor servants, including a butler, footman and lady’s maid, all considered essential in such a household.

What do we not know of La Trobe visited local people, we can surmise that he would have had many a conversation with the Reverend Robert Biscole MA JP, who was the Rector at Whitbourne from 1833 until his death in 1870. He was also a prebendary (honorary canon) of Hereford Cathedral. St John the Baptistist, a 12th century stone church with a square tower which housed six bells, was situated next door to Whitbourne. Robert Biscole lived in the handsome rectory opposite Charles La Trobe at The Court, and was the same age. La Trobe, as a Moravian Protestant,23 a devout Christian and educated man would have valued the company of such a neighbour.

Despite their reputations as an easy-going and privileged class, many of the Anglican clergy in the nineteenth century often formed an educated elite with considerable scientific, political or cultural interests if they were so inclined. The Reverend Robert Biscoe was one of the many genteel clergy who, mostly second or third sons, acquired good livings for most of their lives and lived quietly with the local gentry. Indeed, Robert Biscole’s second daughter, Frances Biscole married Sir Richad Harington who bought Whitbourne in 1877.

It is hard to say what social intercourse the La Trobes had with other local gentry, many of course would have worshipped at St John’s. How welcoming were the established gentry to such newcomers? The old landed wealth of the Freemans of Gains and the new wealth of the Evans of Whitbourne Hall, then building their huge neo-Palladian house in the years 1860-62 on a three thousand acre estate, were on good terms with each other.24 La Trobe, a gentleman of distinction and with a wife who was singularly well-born, albeit forgetful, however, had been welcomed if he had been so inclined. Certainly, before 1854, he had been used to visiting many of the settlers on their huge sheep runs and was well received. But there and on official duties he had sometimes been seen as somewhat aloof, overly formal and unsociable.25 He was fundamentally, however, a private man and one is inclined to think he mixed little in the area as evidenced in a letter he wrote to his friend, the renowned naturalist Ronald Gumi26 in Tasmania:

I live quietly as maybe with my excellent second wife & my children – two of whom little girls both 5 & 6 years old are my play things, at a retired country house on the Herefordshire border – behind the Malvern Hills. I have hitherto found solace and occupation in my domestic circle – with my book,27 drawing, paint brushes – looking after my children & small interests of a small establishment, seldom come up to town except when forced.28
The letters of La Trobe

La Trobe wrote hundreds of thousands of words in his life time, and apart from official correspondence including regular personal letters to Governor Gipps in Sydney, he wrote extensive travel journals of his time in Victoria between 1839 and 1854. His writings were alive with the names of people he met and the adventures he had, whether in rocky terrain, parched landscape or flooded creeks; and in these we find the administrator, the adventurer, the botanist and the artist.48 These writings reveal not only the exterior talents of the man, but also the interior talents of the man.49

Many of these letters, relate to business such as those that were sent to his agent and friend James Graham in Melbourne, but even these convey an intimacy that transcends the transaction of business, then there were others to friends ‘on the land’ whom he met or who had been colonial officials and shared many a horse-back ride with him, that reveal a La Trobe of many moods, some anxious or despondent, others mischievous and humorous. All of them are informative, intelligent and engaging.

La Trobe’s concerns about his finances frequently emerge in these letters. Increasingly he had relied on the sale of lots from Jolimont his subdivided estate in East Melbourne. With such a large household, including servants to support, his need for income to support them all beyond his life time was a constant source of anxiety.

The tone of a letter to David Macarthur, the manager of the Bank of Australasia and a long-time friend, is characteristic of La Trobe’s throughout this period:

A Happy New Year to you and Mrs McArthur … I need not say that I shall be glad to receive the quarterly remittances (£200) which you propose making if you continue in a position to do so. I do not set up but I may have to scrape a little here and there, till better times come, – for tho’ I have no debt I have assumed certain obligations and certain liabilities beyond the maintenance of house and home, which swallow up a good fraction of my income – but never mind. I have seen worse times.50

At other times he could be ferocious as when he advised Powlett not to give to the dirty Powers-that-be … the slightest reason to get their leaver under you.51 La Trobe was also a witty, if acerbic raconteur. To Macarthur he could also write the following:

Who should I stumble on the other day in Worcester but Mother Bruere! Now the worthy curate of All Saints in that city. I wonder if he ever makes a mistake and addresses his congregation ‘Jimdenmen of the Djary’ instead of ‘Dearly beloved brethren’. However I am told he has turned himself out of a bungling lawyer into a very active and worthy clergyman. But I must not take up your time or my own in yarning.52

And there is another side again to La Trobe. Ever solicitous of old relationships, to Rose Amiet, daughter of Charlotte Pellet the clergyman. But I must not take up your time or my own in yarning.52

When news of Powlett’s death reached him a year later, he wrote:

I need not tell you how deeply I [feel] by the sad intelligence brought me by the mail of the unexpected death of our dear old friend. What a bereavement for all who knew him and above all for his poor child. You know how long and sincerely we have been attached to each other and how loyal and enduring his friendship. I feel the loss is to me irreparable.53

La Trobe was always a keen observer of men: loyal and compassionate to those whose talents and values he respected; but disdainful of and at times meretricious in his judgment of others he saw as incompetent or corrupt.

The world outside Whitbourne

Always a traveller, from his youth climbing in the Swiss Alps or on the trails of North America, to his dozens of horseshoe rides as the barely explored regions of Victoria, La Trobe continued to journey in old age, undeterred by increasing blindness. A citizen of the railway age and the steam boat he visited his friends in London and Rose’s family in Switzerland. In London, he sometimes stayed at the Athenaeum Club. On another occasion he and Rose with their two little daughters stayed en route to London at Bourne East Cottages, Hemel Hempstead where they were visiting a relative.54

Charles La Trobe also visited the Continent a number of times for medical and family reasons. Indeed, it was on one of his trips to France to settle his daughter Agnes with friends that he experienced a catastrophic fall of sight in his remaining good eye, describing his experience thus:

I had to scrape a little here and there, till better times come, – for tho’ I have no debts I have assumed certain obligations and certain liabilities beyond the maintenance of house and home, which swallow up a good fraction of my income – but never mind. I have seen worse times.50

I had to lose no time in returning home literally groping my way alone and hourly increasing blindness, by Paris, Dover, and London, till I reached home on the evening of the 14th [October 1865]. Since my arrival the care of my fatherless children and enable you to bring them up in His Fear: so pray your old friend! 58

Giving up Whitbourne Court

Even before this dramatic incident, La Trobe was concerned about settling his
family, even temporarily, somewhere on the coast of England or even to the head of Lake Geneva. Most telling, he wanted a house for Agnes and for his sister Charlotte, one which would be ‘a warm & cozy retreat however humble somewhere on the south coast’. In the same letter, La Trobe describes how he and Rose travelled in one stretch from Whitbourne to Penzance in May 1865. ‘9 hours from Worcester! & came back by Totnes, Dartmouth and Exeter’. He regretted that Cornwall was so far from London and would scoot up and down the Devonshire coast.41

There were a number of reasons why La Trobe gave up Whitbourne; in part it was financial. His pension from the English Government of £333.6.8 that had been awarded him in July 1864,42 he remarked ‘may pay for boots and breakfast if not breeches and beefsteaks’. And he went on to say ‘Nelly [his daughter then aged 23 years old] my amanuensis blushes’.44

Secondly, he probably considered the need for his daughters to be securely settled in life through marriage. If La Trobe had hoped that any of his three older daughters might find suitable husbands, only Agnes was to marry in his life time and that was just before La Trobe died in 1875 when she was 37 years old. Of the other two, Eliza remained unmarried, perhaps due to ill health, and Alice, the most precocious of the three, died at the age of 23.45

This may have been one of La Trobe’s last letters from Whitbourne, and although he still had another nine years or so of life, the tone of this letter amounts almost to a song of lamentation with its reference to springtime meadows which are now only a shadow of a world in which he once rejoiced.

As early as 1864, nineteen months before he lost his sight, however, he was to write: ‘If I can smell the violets and primroses which my children gather for me then I cannot see them. My kindest regards to Mrs Graham and all inquiring friends… I believe that I may still name a dusky or so in the old province.’46

Part 2, Whitbourne: Home from home in the Welsh Marches?

By Dr Kate Lack

Whitbourne is in many ways an unusual place, but yet it would seem to have been an eminently suitable location for La Trobe’s retirement. Herefieldhouse has for centuries been a deeply rural county, sparsely populated and relying on agriculture and its spin-off trades. Never industrialised, it was too far from the schedules and parliamentary roads of the Severn Valley and the Cheltenham and Birmingham.

Whitbourne Court, the house which La Trobe leased here, was located in the heart of the old settlement, adjacent to the twelfth-century church which was itself on the site of an earlier (probably Saxon) church. The Court had also been extensively rebuilt, but at its core was a medieval manor house of the bishops of Hereford, the centre of the manor which was coterminous with the parish. The bishops had many manors, which together supplied their considerable household expenses, but in time Whitbourne had become one of their favourites, and a frequent summer residence in the late medieval period. The trio of key buildings was completed by the Rectory, just over the lane from the Court and Church. The heart of the building is now early Tudor, although it, too, stands on a medieval site, but there is a handsome Queen Anne facade and a Victorian extension at the rear.

Yeoman farms and smallholdings of Whitbourne

By the mid-nineteenth century, the Court estate had been sold off into lay hands, but the bishop remained nominally the lord of the manor, with all the parishes (even the richest ones) its tenants. This, and other accidents of history, meant that no one landholder was dominant in the parish, and it allowed the survival of a more equitable system of yeoman farming, with many small farms and smallholdings, and few estates of over one hundred acres. It also enabled the survival of the socially-levelling tradition of live-in ‘farm servants’, many of whom were themselves the sons and daughters of yeomen farmers, long after this way of life had died out in most parts of England and been replaced by poorly paid daily waged ‘agricultural labourers’.

Many of the village families, whether the Freemans of Gaine, who could name their ancestors way back beyond Bellingham Freeman who built the new house in the early 1700s, or the multi-branched Collins family, proud yeoman farmers with relations in every part of the parish, or the humbler smallholders, were old ‘Whitbourne folk’, whose families had been in the village since Tudor times. The richest families may have looked wider than the parish for many of their social connections, but so too did the middling and poorer sort, finding wives in Worcester or the neighbouring parishes nearly as often as they married their childhood friends.

So the Whitbourne to which La Trobe moved was mostly a place of hope, and modest prosperity, with yeomen farmers free to try different crops as they chose, trying to beat the ever-dickle markets; a high literacy rate, helped by the village school which had opened way back in 1797, good employment prospects,
had their origins way back in the Middle Ages, Longlands farm became the centre of a new type of estate, when Edward Bickerton Evans (1789–1871) began buying up land and smallholdings as property became available in the parish from the late 1850s. Mr Evans had co-founded a highly successful vinegar-making firm in Worcester in 1830, and by the 1850s, after serving a term as mayor of the city, he was looking for somewhere to invest his newly-acquired wealth and create a ‘country estate’. Whitbourne seemed ideal, with women in particular able to benefit from opportunites in domestic service. The census of 1861 tells us that in Whitbourne’s time, there were still many small farms and two or three farms in the surrounding area where fruit and hops were grown, and dairy herds were milked. Whitbourne village itself had two milkwomen, cooks, laundresses and dressmakers.

Another family, blacksmiths by trade, supplied some of the earliest voluntary settlers of Australia, and here it is tempting to wonder if there might be a connection with La Trobe. William and Jane Lloyd ran the Whitbourne blacksmiths business, and their four surviving sons all followed them into the trade. But even a large parish with plenty of passing trade could only support one or two smithies, some of their younger boys had to move elsewhere. Their widowed daughter-in-law, Mary, was running the village carpenter’s service to Worcester when the La Trobes were at The Court. Samuel, their third son, born in 1809, applied for an assisted passage to South Australia, soon after the colony first began advertising for settlers in the local paper.52 Both Samuel and his wife Maria were literate, a crucial factor in first accessing the information and then applying for an assisted passage.53 They sailed on The Lyander from London via Plymouth, on the south coast, and reached Port Adelaide in September 1840, together with their three surviving sons and Maria’s elderly father.

Four years later, Samuel’s elder brother John, who was also literate, also applied for an assisted passage, this time to Port Phillip.54 The family sailed on The Abberton from London, steering again on 1 June and dropping anchor at Port Phillip Bay on 22 September 1844. John aged 37, his wife Eliza aged 34 and their four sons: Isaac (10), Josiah (8), Ezekiah/Issacar (4) and Felix (?).55 The arrival is noted in the Sydney Shipping Gazette, no.169, 23 September, with comments that there were 156 adults travelling steerage, as well as eighty-one children and fifteen infants. With names like these, might it be possible to trace these Lloyd boys, and maybe even discover if their father could have come into contact with La Trobe. Can we hope this might provide another thread in the trail leading him to Whitbourne as a retirement home?

Thus, in the decades after La Trobe left the parish, life became more difficult, with more children surviving infancy and a corresponding pressure on jobs, just as mechanisation began to threaten the old employment opportunities on the land and forces down wages. As a result the standard of living suffered, making more people try their luck in the new industries of Birmingham and the Black Country. However, while the La Trobes were at Whitbourne Court, these troubles were only distant rumbles of thunder in a summer sky.

Part 3, Whitbourne in La Trobe’s time 1858–1866: a reflection

By Loreen Chambers

H erefordshire people had a proud tradition as an independent yeomanry. The census of 1861 tells us that in La Trobe’s time, there were still many small farms and two or three farms in the surrounding area where fruit and hops were grown, and dairy herds were milked. Whitbourne village itself had two inns, the Wheat Sheaf and The Live and Let Live, a post office, a few shopkeepers, a shoemaker, a laith render, wheelwright, carpenter, a basket maker, a butcher, a couple of coopers and carpenters, a blacksmith and a Free School with an average attendance of from ninety to one hundred. Many of the older children had left school by the time they were eleven or twelve to work on the farms. Many women worked as milkmaids, cooks, laundresses and dressmakers. Thus, Whitbourne reflected the full range of traditional occupations, many of which were beginning to disappear in the Midlands as the Industrial Revolution took hold, but were holding fast in this part of the world.

As the decade went on, however, there was a loss of work on the farms as landowners struggled not only with rising costs but also with shrinking markets, in part, because of the cheap produce coming in from the Empire. At the same time as this flight from the land by farm labourers and villagers was occurring,56 there was the attraction of work in the cities and towns and beyond in the Empire. La Trobe himself in his role as a Governor of one of the wealthiest colonies in the Empire was to be a harbinger of the changes occurring both at Home and in Victoria. The wool grown in the Western Districts of Victoria that La Trobe had traversed on horsback many times, was to bring the first of these changes as the ‘golden fleece’ made its way to the wooden mills in the Midlands.

And for skilled and un-skilled rural workers alike, such as shepherds and farm hands, saddlers and blacksmiths from places like Whitbourne, the colony of Victoria beckened. Life-planning throughout the 1850s, thousands seeking their fortune, land-hungry men and women who would, in time, demand farms of their own and bread and butter.57 Charles Joseph La Trobe must have observed the arrival of many such rural dwellers who came to the Port Phillip District. However, in the
primitive and chaotic, even violent, conditions of the frontier and the gold fields, where ex‑cons and bushrangers abounded; class counted for little, and youth, brains, courage and guile were paramount.

La Trobe, always a man guided by strong moral principles, would have been confounded by what he experienced there. Now domiciled once again in rural England, he was to find peace in his ‘pretty retreat’. Deeply conservative, he appreciated and understood the nuances of class and guile were paramount.

Home and family were always to be a refuge, a retreat from the world’s troubles. Although Whitbourne Court and later Clapham House could scarcely be described as a cottage, there are parallels with that earlier refuge a ‘pretty retreat too at Jolimont, on the rural edge of Melbourne, a place where peace, pretty and culture prevailed, and a gentleman might live surrounded by family.
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Alps, and he took a position as tutor to the young Comte de Pourtalès in Neuchâtel. Later with his former pupil he travelled to North America and Mexico, crossing the continent, navigating rivers and covering the prairies. Afterwards he wrote up the story of his escapades that was published in two books.

After he arrived back in Switzerland Charles fell in love with Sophie de Montmollin, daughter of Comte Frédéric Auguste de Montmollin. They were married at the British Legation in Berne in 1835.

In 1837 the British Government posted Charles to the West Indies to investigate and report on the conditions of newly‑freed slaves there. His three reports which were the outcome of his time there certainly influenced the Government to make the decision to send him to Australia as Superintendent of the Port Phillip District, on a salary of £800. The family departed in 1839: Charles, Sophie and their young daughter Agnes. With them went a prefabricated cottage to be erected in Port Phillip. On their arrival La Trobe bought at auction twelve and a half acres of sloping land by the Yarra River. He named the site Jolimont. His cottage stood in spacious grounds where Australian trees and shrubs grew around it. Today remains of this building may be seen standing in the Domain, reconstructed by the National Trust and furnished with many original artefacts.

How did La Trobe view the situation in which he now found himself? From the outset he must have recognised the immensity of the challenge facing him. He would have quickly become aware that the pioneer settlers, who had for the most part great aspirations for the development and advancement of the infant colony, were looking forward to an opportunity to cut the traces with New South Wales and to have the Government there recognise Port Phillip as an independent entity. The population was swelling. At the time of La Trobe’s arrival there were close to 6,000 residents and growing, as he observes in a letter to his publisher friend, the historian Sir John Barrow.

He gazes out from the portrait, a benign expression on his face, a tall impressive figure surrounded by his more bucolic contemporaries. Positioned next to him is the set of keys, itself the subject of a story from this time in the history of the colony. The person is Charles Joseph La Trobe, Superintendent of the Port Phillip District and later Lieutenant‑Governor of Victoria, from 1839 to 1854. The portrait has been adapted from the painting by Sir Francis Grant, and is part of the mosaic mural in the foyer of the State Government Offices in Geelong that traces the history of the region and its people from the earliest times to the present computerised age. La Trobe was no stranger to the burgeoning town of Geelong and visited it many times.

Charles Joseph La Trobe was born in London in 1801, of a family of Huguenot descent, members of the Moravian Christian church. He was educated in a Moravian boarding school, himself becoming a teacher. After a time Charles moved to Switzerland where he spent time climbing the great mountain passes of the Alps, and he took a position as tutor to the young Comte de Pourtalès in Neuchâtel. Later with his former pupil he travelled to North America and Mexico, crossing the continent, navigating rivers and covering the prairies. Afterwards he wrote up the story of his escapades that was published in two books. After he arrived back in Switzerland Charles fell in love with Sophie de Moutmollin, daughter of Comte Frédéric Auguste de Moutmollin. They were married at the British Legation in Berne in 1835.

In 1837 the British Government posted Charles to the West Indies to investigate and report on the conditions of newly‑freed slaves there. His three reports which were the outcome of his time there certainly influenced the Government to make the decision to send him to Australia as Superintendent of the Port Phillip District, on a salary of £800. The family departed in 1839. Charles, Sophie and their young daughter Agnes. With them went a prefabricated cottage to be erected in Port Phillip. On their arrival La Trobe bought at auction twelve and a half acres of sloping land by the Yarra River. He named the site Jolimont. His cottage stood in spacious grounds where Australian trees and shrubs grew around it. Today remains of this building may be seen standing in the Domain, reconstructed by the National Trust and furnished with many original artefacts.

How did La Trobe view the situation in which he now found himself? From the outset he must have recognised the immensity of the challenge facing him. He would have quickly become aware that the pioneer settlers, who had for the most part great aspirations for the development and advancement of the infant colony, were looking forward to an opportunity to cut the traces with New South Wales and to have the Government there recognise Port Phillip as an independent entity. The population was swelling. At the time of La Trobe’s arrival there were close to 6,000 residents and growing, as he observes in a letter to his publisher friend, the historian Sir John Barrow.
John Murray: 'My people are rapidly increasing in numbers, a good-natured, busy speculative impatient at giving me too much one day and abusing me like a pickpocket the next…' [Melbourne, 15 December 1840]

In 1841 there was an economic collapse with falling prices, growing bankruptcies, loss of jobs and La Trobe was forced to organise relief for the unemployed. He had no experience in administration, but he did have the support and influence of Governor Gipps of New South Wales, who held La Trobe in high esteem. Was Superintendent Charles La Trobe the person who would sustain the infant colony through these difficult teething times and eventually set it on its feet to prosperity? In the same letter to John Murray he writes: 'My position thus far has been a singular one, and not without its difficulties, but I have scrambled forward with as good courage as I could muster…' [Melbourne, 15 December 1840]

La Trobe was possessed, however, of a high moral conviction and a vision for Victoria which he thought to make a reality. This he stated in his first public address to a room full of friends and acquaintances. ‘It can be attained only by the acquisition and establishment of wise laws and moral institutions, without the establishment of wise laws and moral institutions, without the maintenance of sound religious and moral institutions, without which no country can become truly great.’

The collections of Charles Joseph La Trobe's letters, which are housed in state libraries and other repositories, reveal much to us about the man himself, his relationships, his life and times. These letters reflect the many aspects of La Trobe’s life, character and career, and are rich in the history and culture of Victoria. Each part reveals interesting traits of the man's character. The former letters, from the Australian perspective, show us La Trobe as a pioneering administrator and an explorer: one seeking a way forward for his people with the establishment of wise laws and institutions, at the same time one who is at home in the countryside, confronted by mountains to climb and bush tracks to traverse. It also shows him as a concerned and loving husband and father. His later letters indicate a man in the winter of his life, physically afflicted, with financial concerns, but not overcome by them. The following will show how each part is played out through his correspondence, how he interacts with others and the type of person this reveals.

Part 1: Australia

Ronald Campbell Gunn was a naturalist, botanist and editor of The Tasmanian Journal of Natural Science, whose acquaintance La Trobe made when he was posted to Van Diemen’s Land for four months in 1846/47. They had many interests in common and from this their friendship developed. Both were fascinated by the natural sciences, and exchanged their widespread knowledge of observations and conclusions in their letters. From La Trobe we have the description of a mountain climb in the Grampians and details of the discovery of ‘headless lubras’. Again, in a letter to Gunn La Trobe finds the ‘keys’, found in the excavation of a lime kiln at Geelong, some years before.

Another time La Trobe tells of the discovery of what he thinks is the grave of Joseph Gellibrand, explorer, who with his friend George Hesse disappeared in 1837 and was never found. Again, in a letter to Gunn La Trobe discusses rumours of the find of a long snouted animal, a ‘bunyip’ or ‘bunny’, a controversial story, of a long snouted animal something of this shape: a long bell-like snout the forehead rising abruptly the eye plat very low – strong grinders, cavity for brain very large. ‘I cannot forget that the last time I was here, it was with you my darling, & my dearest heart…’ [Muston’s Creek, 11 February [i.e. March 1850].

Always the artist, his observations on the beauty of the country through which he rode, and sometimes walked or climbed, can be seen in a letter to Sophie, writing from the Grampians:

The thunder storm had cleared the air & we had beautiful views of the Grampians towards which we directed our steps … The scenery of the Gap & opening in this part of the Grampians range is really very fine. The precipices of naked & broken rock rising 1000 feet over the wooded parks.

Letters from this time give us an idea of the extent of development and exploitation of Victoria. In writing to both Sophie and to Ronald Gunn, La Trobe tells of his travels of discovery through the southern part of the colony; at one time looking for a pathway through to Cape Otway prior to establishing a much needed in another letter to Gunn, after the opening of the lighthouse, we are told: ‘At the beginning of last month I made a very amusing excursion to Cape Otway, where our first
day light is now fully in operation …’ Melbourne, 2 March 1849.

All the time La Trobe was noting landforms, physical features of land and sea, making meteorological observations, discovering and sketching new species of plants and animals, and noting it all for future reference. The regions covered by La Trobe’s extensive trips of exploration are impressive, as we see in a letter to Gunn: ‘… the Pyrenees, Grampians, the upper Wimmera & Glenelg districts, Portland, Port Fairy, Warrnambool & so home’. Melbourne, 7 April 1846.

La Trobe visited Geelong many times, and watched its growth with keen interest. In a letter to Gunn, La Trobe mentions the ‘keys’, found in the excavation of a lime kiln at Geelong, some fifty feet below the surface, and depicted in Freedman’s mosaic mural: ‘The keys were corroded – but the precise form & character of the wards even were distinguishable. I cannot suppose that 50 years had elapsed since they were dropped or washed up on that beach …’. It is not this extraordinary…’ Melbourne, 23 September 1847. Years later La Trobe was to allude to these keys and their significance in letters to his friend, Alexander Mollison.

La Trobe’s connection with Geelong extended as far as Shortland’s Bluff (now Queenscliff), where the family had a cottage and where in the early years Sophie and the children were to be joined by Charles taking a break between working engagements. The family engaged many a pleasant holiday on the beach or in the surrounding bushland. Sadly, they had to relinquish their cottage and the time spent there owing to the demands of work back in town, and it would seem also to Sophie’s ill-health. Years later Charles looks back to their time there, a note of yearning in his voice: ‘I cannot forget that the last time I was here, it was with you my darling, & my dearest heart…’ The Corso in the middle of Port Phillip, 28 October 1855.

The letters from Charles La Trobe to his family shed another light on the life of Charles and that of Sophie. It shows us a family, with three children, having arrived with just one child, Agnes. Charles was a good correspondent and during his trips through the country, visiting already settled centres, as well as exploring new opportunities, his letters to Sophie were frequent and talked about the places he visited, as well as showing concern both for her and the children. To his wife he writes: ‘I pray God that you have been looking after yourself the effects of your tumble… Poor Chrissie – take care of yourself & don’t take a spirit against Vic & siding… God bless you my darling.’ Muston’s Creek, 11 February [i.e. March 1850].
La Trobe’s thoughts were often with the children, as he writes: “Kiss the dear Children – Charlie, Nelly & Cecile. Tell the little girls that I am very anxious about them …” The Inn, Mount Sturgeon, 12 March [1850]. Agnes is not mentioned in these letters, as five years earlier she had been sent to Switzerland for her education.

The passing of the Separation Bill by the English Parliament in 1850 was cause for celebration in Melbourne, as citizens rejoiced in their independence from New South Wales. We see a slight regrettful note to La Trobe’s personality here in the public parade held to celebrate the occasion. As Sophie was indisposed, her friend Georgiana McCrae deputised for her, wearing Sophie’s apparel and riding in the carriage with La Trobe, the children and their governness, ‘with the most gracious salaams’ in front of 20,000 spectators. We observe the festivities taking place in the Botanic Gardens in the area of the Separation Tree, with the distribution of 2,000 buns to children there.

Later as Lieutenant-Governor, La Trobe takes stock of his new workload in light of the gold rush and comments in a letter to Guise: ‘You may imagine that never had young governor a sterner task to play a more extraordinary crisis to meet as best he may.’ Melbourne, 6 February 1852.

By this time La Trobe was feeling the strain of work. The pressures increased considerably with the discovery of gold in Victoria, and the responsibilities of administration in the goldfields and of the thousands who flocked there. In a letter to his brother, Peter, he expresses his concerns: ‘I have been fully up to my work so far but not without the feeling that under the strain I could not keep it up long without giving in.’ Jolimont, 24 September 1853.

Meanwhile Sophie, who was never very robust, had again fallen ill, and her husband decided to send her and the children back to Europe for the care she required, expecting her to join him shortly. In February 1853 Sophie and Agnes had been sent to Switzerland for her education.7 Sophie’s sister, and the family set up residence in early days of the colony. La Trobe, the children and their governness, ‘with the most gracious salaams’ in front of 20,000 spectators. We observe the festivities taking place in the Botanic Gardens in the area of the Separation Tree, with the distribution of 2,000 buns to children there.

Later as Lieutenant-Governor, La Trobe takes stock of his new workload in light of the gold rush and comments in a letter to Guise: ‘You may imagine that never had young governor a sterner task to play a more extraordinary crisis to meet as best he may.’ Melbourne, 6 February 1852.

By this time La Trobe was feeling the strain of work. The pressures increased considerably with the discovery of gold in Victoria, and the responsibilities of administration in the goldfields and of the thousands who flocked there. In a letter to his brother, Peter, he expresses his concerns: ‘I have been fully up to my work so far but not without the feeling that under the strain I could not keep it up long without giving in.’ Jolimont, 24 September 1853.

Meanwhile Sophie, who was never very robust, had again fallen ill, and her husband decided to send her and the children back to Europe for the care she required, expecting her to join him shortly. In February 1853 Sophie and Agnes had been sent to Switzerland for her education.7 Sophie’s sister, and the family set up residence in Switzerland, and until Charles had a family in Switzerland, and until Charles had a 1853, disillusioned and weary. His correspondence became less formal. To Graham he writes: ‘I am getting a hard time of it. It was still grieving the loss of his wife Sophie. His children were living with her family in Switzerland, and until Charles had a home in England, he had little to offer them. In 1855, though, he married Rose de Montmollin, Sophie’s sister, and the family set up residence in England. People supposed that La Trobe had made his fortune in Australia, but this was not the case and his financial need was always very real, a small quarterly remittance from investments in Australia being hardly sufficient.

For many years he had worried about his eyes. As early as 1848 he had complained to Guise that he could hardly see beyond his nose, though his country ‘rambles’ continued unabated. His condition grew steadily worse, which I had retained since the extraction of my left eye …’ Whitcombe Court, 25 May 1865.

La Trobe was deeply grieved by the death of his friend Frederick Powlett. He writes to Graham: ‘I need not tell you how deeply I feel by the sad intelligence brought me by this mail of the unexpected death of our dear old friend.’ Whitcombe Court, 18 August 1865.

Part 2: England

These letters of La Trobe cover the time of his return to England. David Charteris Macarthur was Melbourne Manager of the Bank of Australasia, a friend and correspondent of Charles La Trobe; as was James Graham, business man and agent for La Trobe’s financial interests in Australia. When La Trobe returned to England, Macarthur and Graham took over the management of his financial affairs in Australia. Victoria was then living through a time of strained economic growth. Concerned about his assets there, La Trobe comments rather scathingly in a letter to Graham: ‘I shall be very glad to hear that your precious Government has found the means of getting the Colonial out of the difficulties in which it appears they have involved it.’ Whitcombe Court, Worcester, 19 February 1866.

Correspondence between La Trobe and both David Macarthur and James Graham continued. To Graham he writes: ‘I am aware with eagerness & gratitude the proposal which McArthur [sic] makes in this note to me, that you & Sturt would be linked with him in a new power of attorney to be forwarded to me for signature by next mail.’ Whitcombe Court, 18 August 1865.

Frederick Armand Powlett was a pastoralist and a holder of public office in the history of early Victoria, and a personal friend of Charles La Trobe. It would seem that after La Trobe’s return to England, their correspondence became a means of Charles remaining in touch with affairs in Victoria. This is a typical letter, one friend to another in which he chats about the mundane comings and goings of life, enquiring after Powlett’s daughter Horatia, who had at times enjoyed the hospitality of the La Trobe family in Melbourne. Mention is made of the future of his two properties at Jolimont which are up for sale, but because of a recession in the economy making a sale is difficult: ‘I am getting a little impatient to realize when anything like a decent offer of purchase comes forward and if the sum offered for the upper house is not to be rejected … should not be expected to be kept at best was off our hands.’ Whitcombe Court, Worcester, 25 May 1865.

Although now blind and dependent on others, La Trobe’s interest in life continued. In an exchange of correspondence with Alexander Mollison, a pastoralist of similar mindset, he refers to the subject of the ‘keys’ found in the lime kiln twenty five years before. Again he discusses the geological phenomena he has already described, but which he ‘now attributes … not to an upheaval of the coast, but to a subsidence … in the water level’ Clapham House, Lewes, Sussex, 20 December 1870.

In 1875 Charles Joseph La Trobe died, but not without leaving behind a legacy of which all Victorians should be justly proud. Despite many obstacles and always rising opposition or lack of cooperation to many of his decisions, La Trobe’s
When Lieutenant-Governor Charles Joseph La Trobe prepared to return to Europe in the early 1850s, he made plans to write a history of the colony of Victoria. Most notable of these plans was the preparation of a printed circular, copies of which he sent in late July 1853 to those residents of the colony whom he believed to have been among the first settlers of their various localities. No copy of this circular is known to have survived though some of the content has been recorded. La Trobe asked each recipient for information as to the time and circumstances of first settlement and occupation of their local area. He also enquired as to what they knew about the habits and customs of the aborigines. In making this request he was careful to point out that he was seeking this information in a private capacity and not in connection with his position as Lieutenant-Governor.

La Trobe’s History of Victoria: a research report

By Alexander Romanov-Hughes

Alexander Romanov-Hughes trained as an accountant and administrator before branching out into genealogy and family history. He was the office manager for the Genealogical Society of Victoria before spending over eleven years with the Department of Defence at Victoria Barracks and nearby locations. He wishes to thank Dr Kevin Molloy, Manuscripts Librarian at the State Library of Victoria, and his staff for providing access to La Trobe’s papers.
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Back in Europe La Trobe collected additional information and made some progress in collating information from the letters. He gave each letter a number and prepared a list of topics, noting against each topic the number of those letters which contained some information on that topic. He then prepared a further list of topics to which he added a transcription of the information from the letters on that topic. These topics included a listing of areas around Victoria such as ‘The Wannon’, ‘The Grange’, ‘The Coliban’ etc., and the numbers of aborigines in each area. He also prepared a list of additional sources which he wished to consult for further information. These would of course have supplemented La Trobe’s own vast knowledge about the Port Phillip District. About 1835 he obtained the following list of Officers who had been on board HMS Rattlesnake at Port Phillip in 1836 and 1837 (together with their location in 1835):

- HODSON, William (Captain) – Died as Governor of New Zealand in 1842
- RICHARDS, Charles (1st Lieutenant) – Died in 1844 – a Captain and CB
- HENRY, Hastings R (2nd Lieutenant) – Now Captain Velveto in command of HMS Areopig
- SYMONDS, Thomas M C (3rd Lieutenant) – Captain, in command of HMS Areopig
- POPE, Charles (Master) – Master
- WILLIAMSON, C C (1st Lieutenant, Royal Marines) – Retired Major, Royal Marines
- KING, Daniel, MD (Surgeon) – Died at Halifax in 1847
- BROWN, Thomas (Purser) – Died at Halifax in 1847
- KING, Daniel, MD (Surgeon) – Retired Major, Royal Marines
- HOBSON, William (Captain) – Died as Governor of New Zealand in 1855:

However La Trobe’s eyesight began to fail and by about 1866 he was blind. His source material and manuscript stayed with him until 1872 when, in planning to move house, he decided to send them back to Melbourne where they could be accessed by others. He parcelled them up and addressed them to his agent in Melbourne, James Graham, with a covering letter dated 19 March 1872. The documents arrived on the Nefisk in early August, and on 23 August, Graham donated them to the Melbourne Public Library. On 22 August 1872 James Graham wrote formally to the Librarian, Augustus Tulk, Eq., about the donation including an extract from La Trobe’s covering letter to him.

The Library collection holds a number of items in addition to replies to La Trobe’s circular. Hugh Jamiesson’s letter from Maldura Station on the River Murray dated 10 October 1853 is addressed to the Lord Bishop of Melbourne, but this appears to have been an error on Jamiesson’s part, making the sender of the circular for Bishop Charles Perry. Other items are a memorandum of a trip to Port Phillip in January-February 1836 by Joseph Tice Greenbraid, a brief timeline of events at Port Phillip for 1840-1842, a letter from La Trobe to Sir John Pakington, Bart., dated 22 January 1853 containing a eulogy of Captain Henry Pulney Dana; and several others.

There is some confusion about the chapters that La Trobe prepared. In his covering letter in 1872 he says that:

It will be seen that I had contemplated writing out the story of the early settlement of our Colony myself, but do not recollect that I got much beyond the draft of the first chapter, containing the record of Collins’ first settlement in Capel Sound, the signs of which were still perfectly traceable, when I first visited that coast in 1847.

This draft is titled ‘Chapter 2’. In 1877 Colin Campbell, apparently one of the settlers who wrote to La Trobe in 1833, sought and gained permission to access La Trobe’s papers at the Melbourne Public Library. After an initial viewing he made enquiries about the existence of a Chapter 1 which he thought may have been lost in transit. He also speculated whether this earlier chapter may have contained details of the Survey of Port Phillip by Charles Grimes in 1802. However, there is amongst La Trobe’s papers a document headed ‘Chapter 1’ which describes the discovery of gold in Victoria in the 1850s. This appears to have been written in the 1850s which may have slipped La Trobe’s memory in 1872. It seems reasonable that the opening chapter would have described conditions in Victoria at the time of writing, followed by chapters about historical events in chronological order or a listing of locality by locality.

The letters are now located in the Australian Manuscripts Collection of the State Library of Victoria. Each letter is housed in an individual transparent archival quality sleeve with a cardboard backing sheet. The handwriting on the letters is generally good and readable. Several have a small symbol embroidered on the top left-hand corner of the first page.
from local stationers, while those with rarer watermarks may have been brought to Australia by individual settlers.

After La Trobe’s death in England on 4 December 1873, the Library made a number of attempts to publish this material. Tulk’s successor, Dr Thomas Francis Bride, prepared the letters for the Government Printer but it was not until 1898 that the book was eventually published as *Letters from Victorian Pioneers*. A note dated 7 December 1897 was placed with the papers indicating that there appeared to be a letter missing and that Dr Bride thought this might have been from a settler stating that he was unable to supply any information. In this first edition each piece of correspondence was given an individual, consecutive number. Over the years copies of the book became scarce. A new edition was therefore published in 1969 containing biographical details about the author of each letter provided by Charles Edward Sayers. Another edition was published in 1983 which included the notes by C. E. Sayers together with a foreword by Helen Vellacott. These later editions grouped the letters under the subject headings of Port Seekers, Portland Bay, Western District; North East and Crippland; Central Plains, Wimmera; The Mallee and the Murray and Aborigines. The letters of John Carfrae, Charles Wale Sherard, Henry Dwyer and Edward Grimes were omitted, as was a list of names and specimens of the language and words, 50 sentences, and 117 names of men, women, and children of the BarkaAborigines prepared by Mrs Frances Anna Davenport, a daughter of Charles Wightman Sievewright.

This last item is unusual because it would never have been seen by La Trobe. It was not received at the Public Library until 21 May 1884, though it was probably compiled from notes made in 1842. The Melbourne *Argus* of 27 May 1884 recorded:

**LIBRARIAN’S REPORT.**
The library reported the receipt of a donation from Mrs Davenport, of Hobart, of a manuscript containing 130 words, 50 sentences, and 117 names of men, women, and children of the Barka Aborigines. The donor was a daughter of Captain Sievewright, protector of aborigines in the Geelong district, and is now the wife of Archdeacon Davenport, of Hobart.

La Trobe’s history of Victoria never came to fruition but his effort in collecting private sources provided initial groundwork for future generations of researchers.

---

Adolphe de Meuron, **Swiss pioneer and his circle: a research report**

By Daryl Ross

Daryl Ross is a retired business executive and former export consultant. His Swiss great-grandfather, Louis Ernest Leuba, was one of a number of Neuchâtel Swiss vigneron

encouraged by C J La Trobe and his Neuchâtel Swiss wife, Sophie, néé Montmollin, to settle in Victoria. Louis Leuba arrived in Melbourne in March 1854, accompanied by Hubert de Castella and Adolphe de Meuron. Daryl’s interest in the family associations with Neuchâtel, which he has visited many times, triggered his interest in the La Trobe Society when it was first formed. Daryl is currently Vice-President of the C J La Trobe Society.

After Charles Joseph La Trobe completed his formal education at the Moravian school at Fulneck in Yorkshire, followed by teaching there until 1823, he travelled in Europe, twice making extended stays in the Swiss Canton of Neuchâtel where there was a Moravian Seminary at Montmollin. During this time he met several influential Swiss families which ultimately led to his marriage with Sophie de Montmollin.

During these visits, he noted the dedicated work ethic of the Neuchâtel Swiss and following his appointment as Superintendent of the Port Phillip District of New South Wales in 1839, he and Sophie ‘encouraged’ the migration of Neuchâtel free settlers to the District. One of the earliest of these Swiss pioneers was one notable, Adolphe de Meuron.

**Adolphe de Meuron (1827-1869)** was the younger son of another distinguished and inter-related Neuchâtel bourgeois family, represented in Swiss politics, foreign affairs, military service, medicine and commerce, with banking and trading interests extending throughout Europe and into the Americas during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Adolphe was also a nephew of Sophie La Trobe and these family connections would have alerted him to the commercial opportunities that existed in Australia.

Thus, after spending a short time in England to learn the language and customs, Adolphe and his friend from school days, Paul de Castella (1827-1903), embarked on the Royal Geographical Society’s 1849 bound for New South Wales. On 26 November they arrived in the newly proclaimed City of Melbourne, the bustling heart of the Port Phillip District. With their seed capital, the two friends set about finding a property on which to fatten cattle to feed Melbourne’s growing population. Fortunately in having La Trobe’s backing, they travelled on horseback with the Government Surveyor Piper to evaluate opportunities in the colony.

In a letter home to Sophie dated 18 January 1850, La Trobe recorded during one of his travels: ‘We reached Powlett’s at ½ p 10 and starting at 4pm we got to Jefferys at 6. – Saw Meuron and Castella & left this morning at 6.”

Frederick Powlett was then Commissioner...
La Trobe wrote to Sophie from the Western towards Cape Patton (formerly Cape Patten). Mount Meuron near Grey River on Addis Bay overlooking Bass Strait which is now known as the rugged scenery so unlike their homeland. Lorne towards Cape Otway, impressed with footsteps, they travelled the largely unexplored vigneron, James Henri Dardel at nearby the Barrabool Hills near Geelong, and another Pettavel, who had established his vineyard in by other Neuchâtel pioneers including David Bush bashing along the today as Kyneton.

By 1853, the sale price of cattle had trebled and Entrepreneur Adolphe’s good fortune means who ran their properties ‘hands on’ while gentle profit, 6 purchased a number of small gentlemen farmers, pastoralists of adequate of Melbourne's leading citizens in the now independent Colony of Victoria.

With the merchandise, he arranged his return passage to Melbourne accompanying two Neuchâtel contemporaries on the Marlborough, arriving at Port Phillip on 22 March 1854. The colleagues were Paul de Castella’s elder brother Hubert, recently retired as an officer of the French Army, and a school friend Ernest Leuba, the step-son of Adolphe’s aunt, Pauline d’Osterval. It is assumed that Adolphe immediately sold his goods to local merchants as the three friends proceeded to Castella’s Yering where they worked with him until 1856.

At the same time, Adolphe took up a lease on Mulberry Hill, a property on what is now the Manoomah Highway, and another lease of Fern Hill on Hill Road, at what became known as de Meuron Bend. While he never married, de Meuron lived comfortably at Mulberry Hill, now Yuree George, cared for by his housekeeper, Mary Labor, whose family still live in the Lilydale area.

Of Crown Lands in Bacchus Marsh and the Jeffries brothers held Trio station, a pastoral lease north of Mount Macedon where La Trobe had recently chosen the site for a town we know today as Kyton.

Bush bashing along the Bass Strait coast

During their travels beyond the Geelong area, a visit to the De Meurons was well received by other Neuchâtel pioneers including David Pettavel, who had established his vineyard in the Barwon Hills near Geelong, and another vigneron, James Henri Dandel at nearby Batesford. Following in La Trobe’s earlier footsteps, they travelled the largely unexplored coastline, now the Great Ocean Road, west of Lorne towards Cape Otway, impressed with the rugged scenery so unlike their homeland. Adolphe left his mark on one prominent point overlooking Bass Strait which is now known as Mount Meuron near Grey River on Addis Bay towards Cape Paton (formerly Cape Patton).

We hear of Adolphe in another letter La Trobe wrote to Sophie from the Western District on 11 March 1850 where he refers to de Meuron as having completely neglected a Miss Béguine.8 The lady in question was the La Trobe children’s Swiss governess. Then, later that year at the official opening of the new Prince’s Bridge, it was noted that the carriage driven by La Trobe contained not only Georgiana McCrae pretending to be Mrs La Trobe, but also Adolphe accompanying the La Trobe children and their governess Miss Béguine.5 However, the La Trobes’ attempt at matchmaking was clearly unsuccessful as Adolphe never married (and Miss Béguine accompanied Sophie and the children on their journey back to Switzerland).

Attracted by its beauty and proximity to Melbourne, de Castella and de Meuron ultimately chose a 2,900 acre site in the Yarra Valley, which they purchased from William Kyrie, on which they intended to fatten cattle. It was known as Yering near modern day Yarra Glen, and is now known as Chateau Yering.

Shortly after acquiring Yering, the partners leased another property of 1,500 acres, known as Olinda Vale, on the Mooroolbark run near Mount Evelyn, just in time to capitalise on the population explosion resulting from the recent gold discoveries.

Entrepreneur Adolphe’s good fortune

By 1853, the sale price of cattle had trebled and the partners prospered accordingly. Adolphe, however, saw the opportunity to capitalise on the gold boom in other ways, as a property investor and merchant. He sold his interest in the Yering partnership to Paul de Castella for a handsome profit, purchased a number of small houses in the growing inner suburbs of the city, and then boarded ship to return to Switzerland with a view to importing hardware items so necessary to the miners and builders in the now booming colony.

Hubert de Castella relished the success his brother had achieved at Yering, and took the opportunity to purchase an almost adjoining property which he renamed St Hubert’s, now famous for world-class wines. Hubert de Castella returned to Switzerland for family reasons where he documented his travels in the publication Le Tour du Monde, published in Paris in 1841 by Hachette as Les Squatters d’Australie.9 He returned to Australia in 1862 and established St Hubert’s vineyard.

The tragic death in Neuchâtel of Sophie La Trobe shortly before La Trobe’s own return to Europe in 1854 necessitated arrangements for the care of their children. This surrogate role fell to Sophie’s widowed sister Rose, following the death of her husband Louis-Auguste de Meuron, a cousin of Adolphe’s. The subsequent marriage of La Trobe to Rose which produced two daughters further linked La Trobe to the Montmolin and Meuron families.

And what of Adolphe de Meuron? Comfortable as a cattle grazier at Mulberry Hill but entrepreneurial by nature, Adolphe planted an ace of vines to experiment in techniques of viticulture and winemaking, thus becoming one of the very first vigorous in the Yering district. Later he tried, unsuccessfully, to produce silk from silk worms fed on his mulberry trees.

Returning from a late afternoon visit to Lilydale in January 1869, he was thrown from his horse and tragically died the following day.8 He was buried on 29 January 1869 in a now neglected grave in the Lilydale cemetery, a sad and unflattering end to one of Melbourne’s early pioneers.10

4 Blake, p.39-9. (Although dated ‘11 Feb’ from Munro’s Creek, this letter was written 11 March 1869.)
6 Dunstan, p.11.
9 Inquest No. 85, 1869, Dr R. Goal.
10 The Lilydale Cemetery Trust, Church of England 1, L63.
11 Singular amongst Adolphe’s many successful Swiss cousins was August-Frederic de Meuron, a tobacco planter and trader in Brazil, who was to devote his energy and his fortune to establishing a mental hospital overlooking the beautiful Lake Neuchâtel; this institution functions today as a leading European research-institution in mental health.

The wider circle

It should be remembered that these were gentleman farmers, pastoralists of adequate means who ran their properties ‘hands on’ while still appreciating a social life amongst their fellow countrymen. Being related to the Lieutenant-Governor’s family, Adolphe was welcomed into the homes of the leading citizens in the now independent Colony of Victoria.

Hubert de Castella

His neighbour, friend and former partner, Paul de Castella, married Elizabeth Ann Anderson, daughter of one of Melbourne’s leading citizens, Colonel Joseph Anderson, ‘squatter’ and MLC (1852-1856), veteran of the Napoleonic wars and former commandant of the Norfolk Island penal settlement, then resident at Fairlie in Anderson Street, South Yarra, now part of Melbourne Girls Grammar School.
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On William’s First Tooth: a poem by Charles Joseph La Trobe

By Helen Armstrong

Helen Armstrong is a Volunteer Guide at La Trobe’s Cottage and a committee member of the C J La Trobe Society and of the Friends of the La Trobe’s Cottage, coordinating publicity and website content. She joined the Editorial Committee of La Trobeana at the end of 2012 and enjoys growing into another role associated with the legacy of Charles Joseph La Trobe.

As Dr Madonna Grehan noted in the last issue of La Trobeana, Charles Joseph La Trobe wrote a whimsical poem in Mrs Leonard Seeley’s commonplace book about the pain and suffering that her young son William’s first tooth was causing. Lucy Ann Seeley (née Cooper) was the wife of Leonard Seeley, La Trobe’s publisher, and they lived at Weston Green in Surrey. La Trobe was 28 years of age at this time, sociable like his father, and “waiting a tardy fulfilment of a promise of patronage by… the prime minister”. It appears that he wrote the poem on a visit to the Seeley family home, which he had previously visited some months earlier in 1829, the year his first travel book, The Alpenstock, was published.

On William’s first tooth
Sept 26 1829 CJLT

Just five months old — & lo! a tooth
A tooth! a tooth! the nurse’s eye
And mother’s finger finds it:
Sharp as a pin — & then no doubt
There’re many more behind it.

Poor little dear! full many a sigh
They’ll cost thee ere complete
The twenty-four which nature gives
In even whiteness meet.

To champ thy food, to form thy words
To aid thee in thy prattle —
To champ thy food, & be of use
To crack thy nuts, & be of use

Perchance in bloody battle.

Toothache comes, a stinging pain
Of feverish pain they say, —

Obtained with many a woful tear
Perhaps sigh & groan & weep
Of all the stock of implements we use,
The worst to gain, — the worst to keep, —
Almost the worst to lose.

La Trobe also penned another, untitled, poem and made two sketches in Mrs Seeley’s commonplace book. The poems, attributed to Anon, in its fact John Wesley’s Humility, verses 1-2 and 5-8, and was penned on 28 February at W.G. [Weston Green, 1829]. The two sketches are titled: Rural Shrine, Canton Schwyz, Switzerland, Weston Green, 19 February 1829; and Chateau de Katzenellenbogen, 23 February 1829 Weston Green.

In view of the strong link between the Wesley brothers, John and Charles, and the Moravian Church in which members of the La Trobe family played a significant role, it seems odd at first that the other poem is untitled and attributed to Anon. However, many of the Wesleys’ poetical works were originally published anonymously.

The two drawings presumably derived from a sketch-book that La Trobe carried with him during his initial travels in Europe. The Rural Shrine, Canton Schwyz, Switzerland is a fine miniature exhibiting his strong interest in both architecture and the natural world. An enlargement is published in Charles Joseph La Trobe: Landscapes and Sketches.

Mrs Seeley’s small commonplace book proves to be a valuable source of information on the young Charles Joseph La Trobe. It was acquired by the State Library of Victoria in 1996 from Melbourne antiquarian bookseller Peter Arnold.

You chafe, you writhe, you change your place; —
Perhaps sigh & groan & weep
And others try ten thousand ways
Of lulling pain to sleep.

But no! no case, till with a jerk
That turns your head away,
And makes you gape with a sudden wrench
You bid your tooth good bye.

O wicked teeth — of all the stock
Of implements we use,
The worst to gain, — the worst to keep, —
Almost the worst to lose.

La Trobe also penned another, untitled, poem and made two sketches in Mrs Seeley’s commonplace book. The poems, attributed to Anon, in its fact John Wesley’s Humility, verses 1-2 and 5-8, and was penned on 28 February at W.G. [Weston Green, 1829]. The two sketches are titled: Rural Shrine, Canton Schwyz, Switzerland, Weston Green, 19 February 1829; and Chateau de Katzenellenbogen, 23 February 1829 Weston Green.

2 Mrs Leonard Seeley, commonplace book, c.1825-1854, MS 13374, Australian Manuscripts Collection, State Library of Victoria. A commonplace book was a personal journal in which noteworthy quotations, poems, comments, etc., were written.
4 La Trobe to Madame de Pourtalès, 8/11 August 1834, MS 13354/43, Australian Manuscripts Collection, State Library of Victoria (quoted Barnes, p.11). When there was no patronage forthcoming La Trobe set off soon afterwards for Switzerland for a second extended period.
5 This book states: Published by R. B. Seeley and W. Burnside and sold by L. B. Seeley and Sons, Fleet Street, London.
Pioneer Service,
St James’ Old Cathedral,
9 November 2014

The annual Pioneer Service was held in the presence of The Honourable Alex Chernov AC QC, Governor of Victoria and The Most Reverend Dr Philip Freier, Anglican Archbishop of Melbourne and the Anglican Primate of Australia, on the occasion of the 175th Anniversary of the laying of St James’ Foundation Stone by Charles Joseph La Trobe on 9 November 1839. La Trobe had arrived in Melbourne only a few weeks beforehand.

St James’ Anglican Church was originally built on a crown grant site on the corner of William and Little Collins Streets. The new church replaced an original interdenominational timber church, and some years later, in 1845, La Trobe presented the baptismal font from the demolished St Katharine’s by the Tower, London, on the occasion of the baptism of his only son, Charles Albert La Trobe.1

Robert Russell, a London architect and surveyor, designed the building in Colonial Georgian style, inspired by Francis Greenway’s work at St James’, King Street in Sydney. The foundations are of bluestone, and the main walls of a sandstone found in various local quarries.

The unfinished building was opened for worship on the 2 October 1842 and completed in 1847. It was moved to its present site on the corner of Batman and King Streets, opposite the Flagstaff Gardens stone by stone and was reopened on the 19 April 1914.2

This is an edited version of the sermon given by Archbishop Philip Freier.

It is a pleasure to be here at my third Pioneer Service at St James’ Old Cathedral. On my earlier visits in 2007 and 2010 we had the anticipation of forthcoming anniversaries but there is nothing like the real thing and here we are at the 175th anniversary of the laying of the foundation stone and only one year away from the Centenary of the even more remarkable relocation of this church onto its William Street original site.

In any case we are gathered into a holy place of remembrance to imagine them both present in this church when it was back in its William Street original site.

...
The Anniversary of the death of Charles Joseph La Trobe on 4 December 1875 was remembered at St Peter’s Eastern Hill in the Diocese of Melbourne in a service conducted by Fr Hugh Kempster and coincided with a memorial service at St Michael the Archangel, Litlington, in the Diocese of Chichester, East Sussex, where he is buried. The Rev. Daniel John Merceron was taking his first service at Litlington which is part of the Benefice of Alfriston with Lullington, Ltitlington and West Dean.

This year, members of the La Trobe Society were present at both services. At St Peter’s, seventeen members were present, including John Drury and Dianne Reilly, and at St Michael’s Loreen and John Chambers attended. At St Michael’s, members of the La Trobe family attended as they do each year, all descendants of Charlotte Louisa La Trobe (1870-1962). Brenda Smith was brought up in the Moravian faith and her grandmother, Charlotte married the Rev. Gilbert La Stooke a Moravian preacher in Bristol. Charlotte’s father was Samuel Hazard La Trobe a clockmaker and cousin of Charles Joseph La Trobe.

Father Hugh delivered an excellent sermon in which he reflected on Charles Joseph La Trobe’s faith and his vision, and quoted from La Trobe’s Address to those who greeted him upon his arrival in Melbourne in 1839, all of which is quoted below. John Chambers also read this address at Litlington:

I pray to God, to whom I look for strength and power, that whether my stay among you as chief organ of the Government be long or short, I may be enabled, through His Grace, to know my duty, and to do my duty, diligently, temperately and fearlessly… It will not be by individual aggrandisement, by the possession of numerous flocks and herds, or of costly acres, that we shall secure for the country enduring prosperity and happiness, but by the acquisition and maintenance of sound religious and moral institutions, without which no country can become truly great. Let us remember that religion is the only great preventive of crime, and contributes more, in a far more endurable manner, to the peace and good order of society than the Judge and the Sheriff – the god and the gibbet united.

Father Hugh continued: ‘It was with this vision in mind that La Trobe laid the foundation stone of our little church on Eastern Hill in 1846 out in the bush, before even a bishop had been appointed’.

Rev. Daniel Merceron also gave a fine early morning service but generously gave Loreen Chambers the opportunity to present a fifteen minute address in lieu of a sermon, in which she described the life and achievements of Charles Joseph La Trobe, concluding with the words:

Today, the name of Charles Joseph La Trobe is honoured as it was once criticised by the impatient colonists. A major university is named after him, as are rivers, streams, streets, bridges, townships and an electorate; and a fine statue stands in front of that august institution, the State Library of Victoria. The La Trobe Society, which my husband and I are proud to represent, honours the memory of this remarkable man, a Renaissance man, and above all a virtuous and vigorous Christian.’

The account of La Trobe’s life, although well-known to our members, was greeted with considerable interest by the congregation of the tiny parish. They, and indeed family members, knew little of the story of the man buried in their church yard who had lived for the last decade of his life in the fine manor house nearby called Clapham House.

La Trobe Society members continue to support the relationship between the two churches by attending this annual memorial service and we are particularly indebted to Helen Botham who, as well as attending the Eastern Hill service with John her husband, arranges Australian flowers each year to be delivered to St Michael’s.

---

2 For Philip Davenport and Melbourne Advertiser, 7 October 1839, p.4.
The latest addition to our fine website now features excerpts of letters that Sophie La Trobe wrote to her young daughter Agnes after she had been sent back to Switzerland for her education. These letters, written over an eight-year period, give us a very good understanding of Sophie’s personality and of family life at Jolimont. The poignancy of this record of the relationship between a loving mother and an absent child is, at times, almost palpable.

Other letters Sophie La Trobe wrote to former governesses in the La Trobe household, Susan Meade (Norton) and Anne Russell Ker, are also included in this collection.

This is an important, easily accessible resource to the public, as well as to teachers and their students of all ages. The letters are easy to find via the drop-down menus under ‘Sophie La Trobe’. The original letters to Agnes are held at the Archives de l’Etat in Neuchâtel and copies are in the Australian Manuscripts Collection of the State Library of Victoria.

Loreen Chambers

The La Trobe Digitisation Project

It is a great pleasure to report on the near-completion of a major indexing and digitising project, the results of which will bring joy to all researchers of Victoria’s colonial period.

A collaboration between the La Trobe Society and the Public Record Office Victoria (PROV), the La Trobe Digitisation Project began in 2010 with the generous support of the R E Ross Trust. Over the four years’ life of the project, seven members the La Trobe Society – Greta Diskin, Shirley Goldsworth, Walter Heale, Irene Kearney, John Waugh, John Drury and Dianne Reilly – and ten other PROV volunteers worked consistently on the material, to deliver high-quality catalogue information and digital images of the contents of the enormous correspondence to Charles Joseph La Trobe from 1839 to 1851. Contained in 151 boxes, the approximately 26,000 items were digitally imaged and matched to the descriptive data, always with the aim of making this original material accessible online to researchers.

About 75% of the records has been published already on the PROV website, and it is expected that the remainder will be accessible online from the middle of 2015.

The partnership between the Public Record Office Victoria and the La Trobe Society to achieve the indexing of the La Trobe Inward Registered Correspondence, 1839-1851, and digitising of it for future research has been a major project in anyone’s language, and all the volunteers involved found it a most satisfying and rewarding experience.

Dianne Reilly

Robinson: forwarding schedule of where Assistant Protectors were last heard of for the months of September, VPRS 10, File no: 1839/S1
Forthcoming events

MAY
Tuesday 5
Friends of La Trobe’s Cottage Lecture
Time: 6.00-8.00 pm
Venue: Mueller Hall, National Herbarium of Victoria, Birkenhead Avenue, Melbourne (opposite La Trobe’s Cottage)
Guest Speaker: Professor Tim Entwisle, Director and Chief Executive, Royal Botanic Gardens Melbourne
Topic: Passion for Plants
Refreshments
Admission: $15.00 member, $20.00 non-member

JUNE
Tuesday 16
Joint La Trobe Society/ RHSV AGL Shaw Lecture
Time: 6.30-8.00 pm
Venue: Royal Historical Society of Victoria, Cnr William and A’Beckett Streets, Melbourne
Guest Speaker: Dr Madonna Grehan, Historian, La Trobe Society member and 2014 La Trobe Society Fellow at the State Library of Victoria
Topic: Charles Joseph La Trobe and the Regulation of Everyday Life: implementing the Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Act
Refreshments
Admission: No charge
Bookings essential: secretary@latrobesociety.org.au or 9646 2112 (please leave a message)

JULY
Friday 17
Melbourne Rare Book Week Lecture
Time: 6.30-8.30 pm
Venue: 401 Collins Street, Melbourne
Guest Speaker: Dr Jonathan Bardou AM, MD, FRACP, FACC, PACM, FAICD, Consultant Respiratory Physician, Co-Convenor Melbourne Rare Book Week, and La Trobe Society member
Topic: Medicine in Melbourne in the time of La Trobe
Refreshments
Admission: No charge

AUGUST
Wednesday 5
La Trobe Society Annual General Meeting and Dinner
Time: 6.30 pm
Venue: Lyceum Club, Radigway Place, Melbourne
Guest Speaker: Dr Sylvia Whitmore, Historian & La Trobe Society member
Topic: tbc

NOVEMBER
Wednesday 25 (tbc)
Christmas Cocktails
Venue and Speaker: tbc

DECEMBER
Sunday 6
Anniversary of the Death of C J La Trobe
Time: 11.00 am
Venue: St Peter’s Eastern Hill, 15 Osborne Street, Melbourne
Refreshments
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